
WHICH WAY DO
I GO?

"You have brains in your head.

You have feet in your shoes. You

can steer yourself any direction

you choose."

-Dr. Seuss

HERMANN  OBERTH

INTERNATIONAL 

GERMAN  SCHOOL

F E B R U A R Y  2 0 2 1  N E W S L E T T E R

International Baccalaureate?

That's also an option.

Romanian Baccalaureate?

That's our tradition by now.

DSD? Of course! We are first

and foremost, German!

Hermann Oberth International

German School allows every family

and every student to find their best

fit educational pathway.

German mother tongue? Yes.

Romanian mother tongue? Also yes.

Bilingual? Why not?

One school, numerous routes



First, we are working hard on our IB

journey, training our teaching and non-

teaching staff in the IB spirit, ensuring

the IB philosophy finds a home in our

hearts and educational philosophy and

practice. The result? An increased

international educational approach, best

fit to prepare students to succeed in the

internationalized, globalized word they

live in, and face all present and future

challenges with determination,

confidence, and the tools needed for

University and beyond. Ultimately, our

aim is to perpetually improve our staff so

they may best serve the interests, and

respond to the needs, of the school

community, helping students become

well-rounded, capable individuals.

Second, our team of construction

experts are turning a dream into reality,

bringing to fruition our ambitious plan of

creating a new environment for our

school community.

Hermann Oberth International German School is a

candidate school* for the Diploma Programme. This

school is pursuing authorization as an IB World School. IB

World Schools share a common philosophy - a

commitment to high-quality, challenging, international

education - that we believe is important for our students.

*Only schools authorized by the IB Organization can offer

any of its four academic programmes: the Primary Years

Programme (PYP), the Middle Years Programme (MYP),

the Diploma Programme (DP), or the Career-related

Programme (CP). Candidate status gives no guarantee

that authorization will be granted.

For further information about the IB and its programmes

visit http://www.ibo.org.

So...then...what's
the news?

CREATIVITY AND
INNOVATION MOVE
HOUSE - TO A NEW
CAMPUS IN PIPERA 

Spacious, bright classrooms,

laboratories for sciences, biology,

chemistry, physics, robotics,

informatics, cafeteria and lounges,

library, resource and research centre,

arts studio - all design to cater to the

needs of our growing school

community!


